GENERAL EDUCATION AND ADDITIONAL BACCALAUREATE REQUIREMENTS

• General Education and Additional Baccalaureate Information
• Approved General Education Course List for Students Admitted Prior to Fall 2020
• Approved General Education Course List for Students Admitted Fall 2020 and After

Academic Foundations
• First Year Experience Requirement
• English Composition Requirement
• Mathematics Requirement
• Interdisciplinary Requirement
• Diverse Communities Requirement
• Ethics Requirement

Distributed Disciplinary Foundations Requirements
• Science Requirement
• Behavioral and Social Science Requirement
• Humanities Requirement
• Arts Requirement

Additional Baccalaureate Requirements
• Writing Emphasis Requirement
• Speaking Emphasis Requirement
• Language and Culture Requirement

Pathway Certificates
• Community Engagement Pathway Certificate
• Digital Literacy Pathway Certificate
• Global Awareness Pathway Certificate
• Health Humanities Pathway Certificate
• Sustainability Pathway Certificate